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The following morphic characterization f EOL languages i established. The family of EOL 
languages equals the family of all languages of the form h(L O R) where h is a morphism, R is 
a regular language and L is the maximal solution of an equation f(X)=g(X), where f is a mor- 
phism, g is a coding and X is a language variable. It is shown that if g is allowed to be a weak 
coding, then a larger family of languages i obtained, which however is strictly contained in the 
family of ETOL languages. 
1. Introduction 
Consider two morphisms f,g:A*--,B*, where A and B are finite alphabets. 
We can extend these to mappings 2A*~2 B* by f(X)={f(x)[x~X} and g(X)= 
{g(x) lx~S}, and write the equation 
f(X)=g(X), XCA*. (1) 
Such equations have many solutions (trivially, the empty set and the singleton 
language consisting of the empty word are solutions). Among the solutions there can 
be languages of a rather arbitrary nature. However, equation (1) has a unique maxi- 
mal solution, namely the union of all possible solutions, denoted by maxeq(f,g), 
which is not of an arbitrary nature. 
Investigation of such maximal solutions was started in [1]; [6] contains some 
earlier developments, and [2, Section 2] contains extensions of the constructs of [1]. 
The main result of [1] is the following. Denote by g the family of maximal solu- 
tions of equations of type (1) with f and g nonerasing (i.e., not mapping nonempty 
words to empty words). Denote further, as usual, by ~ the language operation of 
closure under nonerasing morphisms, and by A ~ (postfix notation) closure under 
intersections with regular languages. Then the family .~( fA~)  equals ~CRE, i.e., 
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the family of complements of recursively enumerable languages. Even more re- 
presentation power is obtained if erasing morphisms are allowed (indeed, it then 
becomes possible to simulate infinite computations of machines with countably in- 
finite nondeterminism and hence obtain Z~-complete languages; cf. [2,7]). 
It is thus possible to give a representation, i  terms of the maximal solution of 
an equation of type (1), to nearly every conceivable language. We are interested in 
representations of families of languages, via sets of pairs of morphisms, such as the 
representation f 5(~CRZ above, but on a lower hierarchical level. 
We consider here the set {( fg ) ] f  is an arbitrary morphism and g is a 
coding} =def '~[1" (A coding is a morphism g:A*--.B* such that g(A)CB.) Denote 
.~-1 = {maxeq(f, g) l(f g)c .~ql }, and denote by .~ the language operation of closure 
under arbitrary morphisms. We show that S (g lA~)  equals SEOL, i.e., the family 
of EOL languages, well known from the theory of Lindenmayer systems. 
A slight extension of J/l leads to {( fg ) [ f  is a morphism and g is a weak 
coding}=aef.J/2. (A weak coding is a morphism g:A*~B*  such that g(A)C 
B tO {A }, where A is the empty word.) Denote ~2 = {maxeq(f g) ] (f, g) ~ J2  }- Then 
.~ contains languages not in L/~o L. On the other hand, .~(gzA~) is contained 
strictly in L/i~a'oL, i.e., the family of ETOL languages, also well known from the 
theory of Lindenmayer systems. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let fg :A*- - ,B*  be a pair of morphisms. A sequence (O)i) of words over A 
(finite, singly infinite or doubly infinite) is called an (f, g)-sequence if 
f(09i) = g(09i + 1) 
for all possible values of i. A language is called an (f, g)-language if it equals the 
set of terms of a doubly infinite (f,g)-sequence. 
The following easy to prove theorem, see [1], gives the basic tool for handling 
maximal solutions of equations of type (1). 
Theorem 2.1. maxeq(f, g) equals the union of all (f, g)-languages. [] 
An immediate corollary is 
Theorem 2.2. maxeq(f,g) is a submonoid of A*. [] 
In addition to the notational conventions given in the Introduction, we would like 
to add the use of vertical bars to denote the length of a word. 
All definitions, results and concepts concerning Lindenmayer systems not ex- 
plained here can be found in [4]. Basics of formal language theory can be found, 
e.g., in [8] which also contains a section of Lindenmayer systems. 
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3. The results 
Let f :  A*~B*  be a morphism and g : A*--,B* a weak coding. A symbol aeA is 
called an axiom symbol  if there exists a natural number na >_ 1 and words Pl, P2 e A* 
such that 
PlaPze(g- l f )na(a)  and A ~ 0 (g-lf) J(Pi) (i= 1,2). 
j -0  
We denote the set of axiom symbols by V. Words over V are called axioms. The 
empty word is always an axiom. 
Lemma 3.1. There exists a natural number k>_2 such that fo r  any axiom P0 = 
am...aom (aol . . . . .  aom E V) there exist axioms 
Pi =ail "'" aim (aij ~ V; i = 1 . . . . .  k -  1 ; j = 1 . . . . .  m) 
, CO oo  and .words Qij (i = 0 .... k - 1 ; j = 0 . . . . .  m) such that the sequence ( n)n . . . .  where 
COkt + i = Qioail Qilai2 Qi2"" aim Qim (i = 0 . . . . .  k -  1), 
is a periodic doubly infinite ( fg) -sequence and A ~ (g-lf)k(Qij)  ( i=0 . . . . .  k -1 ;  
j=0  .. . . .  m). 
Proof. Clearly there exists a natural number T such that A e(g - l f ) r (Q)  if and 
only if A e (-JT=o (g - l f ) j (Q) ,  for any word Q cA*. The lemma then follows directly 
from the definition of an axiom symbol when k is chosen to be a multiple of 
1.c.m.{nalae V}, not less than T and 2. [] 
Let us denote by U the set of all symbols a~A for which (g-lf) J(a) is a non- 
empty set for all j_> 0, the so-called terminal symbols. 
co 
Lemma 3.2. maxeq(f, g) = ([,-Jj=o (g- lf)k +j(v.))  f'l U*. 
Proof. Take an arbitrary word Q from the right hand side. There exist then a word 
P0 ~ V* and a singly infinite (f,g)-sequence of the form 
Po, $1, $2 . . . . .  Sk+j_ 1, Q .... 
where j _0 .  The case Po=A is clear. Assume then that Po--/:A. By Lemma 3.1, 
there exists a doubly infinite (f,g)-sequence 
.... P'k-2, P'k I ,P; ,S1, S2 . . . . .  S ; - I ,Sk  . . . . .  Sk+j I ,Q, . . .  
which shows, by Theorem 2.1, that Q e maxeq(f, g). 
Let then R emaxeq(f ,g) .  By Theorem 2.1, R belongs to an (f,g)-sequence 
(CO)n=-oo (and hence also to U*). We may assume that R = ¢o 0. We consider then 
the sequence .... co-2, co-l, coo and define the concept of an n-ancestor associated 
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with e)-n recursively as follows. All occurrences of symbols of A in co 0 are 
0-ancestors. The n + 1-ancestors in o9_~_ 1 are those occurrences of symbols in 
o9_~_ l which derive at least one n-ancestor in o9~ by the operation g-if (a 
generalized finite substitution). Note that not all n-ancestors in e) n need to be 
derived by the n + 1-ancestors in o9_~ 1 and that not all occurrences of symbols in 
co_~ need to be n-ancestors. Denote then by 03 n the word which we get by erasing 
all those occurrences of symbols in co  n which are not n-ancestors. Then 030 = co0 
and 
I0301_>103 11---I03_21 ->o... 
Thus there exist natural numbers n~_>0 and n2>nl such that 03-n, =03 n2. Then 
03_~, is an axiom. Since we may obviously assume that n~_>k, it follows that R 
belongs to the right hand side. [] 
We are now ready for our first result. 
Theorem 3.1. ,~(,~-1A :~) = -~/EoI_. 
P roof .  For any EOL language L, L -  {A} is an EPOL language. Thus, since A is 
easily added in any language in ,¢P(,~ A :~), to prove inclusion from right to left, it 
suffices to show that all EPOL languages are in .~(.¢1A.~)- 
So let G = (A, B, a, o)) be an EPOL system (alphabet A, terminal alphabet BCA, 
finite substitution a : A*~2 a* and axiom e) cA+).  Let $, ~ and § be symbols not in 
A and define the alphabet 
C={(a,P)]a~A and P~o-(a)} U{$,~,§}. 
Define further the morphisms fl  and gl on C* by 
f l  ((a, P)) = P for all (a, P)  c C, 
f l (S )  = $ 2 , f l  (~:) = $(.O$, f l ( § )  = §, 
gl ((a, P)) = a for all (a, P) e C, 
g,(2~) = $, gl(~) =gl(§) = §. 
Note that both f l  and gl are nonerasing and that gl is a coding. We claim that the 
language generated by G equals 
h I (maxeq(fl, gl ) f) $ +g 11( B + )S + ) (2) 
where hi is given by hl((a,P))=a and h l ($ )=A.  
To prove the claim, let first 
60 = (.O0 ~ O)1 ~ (A)2 ~- - .  
be an infinite derivation sequence by the POL system (A, a, o9). This is simulated by 
a doubly infinite (f l ,gl)-sequence as depicted below: 
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• § ScooS S colS S co S 
§ + S(CO0)S ~2(COl)S2 
Here (co,) is used as a collective notation for a word in gi-l(co,). The choice of (co,) 
of course depends on the particular derivation to be simulated. By Theorem 2.1 
those words in the sequence COo, col, co2 . . . .  which are over B are in (2). 
Let then SUQ$O, where Qegl~(B +) and u, o>0,  be a word of maxeq(f l ,gl) .  By 
Theorem 2.1, $~QSV belongs to a doubly infinite (fl,gl)-sequence. Not all terms 
of the sequence can contain occurrences of $. Thus at least one term in the sequence 
contains occurrences of ~'. But each such occurrence leads 'later' (i.e., to the right) 
to blocks of the form ~2"R~2", where R eg l l (A+) .  There is only one such block in 
SUQ$~. Hence u = o is a power of 2, and, f l  being nonerasing, the sequence is ex- 
actly of the type depicted above, simulating an infinite derivation of G. So we 
deduce that hl($"Q$ ~) is in the language generated by G. 
We have shown that 5~i~OL C ./P(Jl A ~).  To show the reverse inclusion let f and 
g be as above except hat g is a coding• Let #, +1 .. . . .  +k, §1 . . . . .  §k, F, where k is as 
in Lemma 3.1, be new symbols and define the finite substitution o.l by 
ai(a)=a'f(a) where o' '(b)= ~ g-l(b)' if beg(A), for aeA, 
({F},  if bcgg(A), 
o . l (F )  = {F}, 
al(e)={+l,A}, 
al(+k) = V+l 1,..1 V§ 1 , 
Oh(§i)={§i+l} for i=1 . . . . .  k - l ,  
al(+i)={~i+l} for i=1 .. . . .  k - l ,  
o.l(§,) = {A}.  
We claim that maxeq(f,g) equals the language generated by the EOL system 
G 1 = (D, U, o'1, #)  where D =A U { #,  ~:1 . . . . .  +k, 81 .. . . .  §k, F}. 
Let us take a word S e maxeq(f,g) and show that it can be generated by G1. If  
S=A, then this is immediate. (Note that we always have A emaxeq( fg ) . )  So let 
S=/:A. We use the characterization f maxeq(f, g) given by Lemma 3.2. We note first 
that, as far as symbols of A go, o'1 simulates g-if and vice versa• Note especially 
how the symbol F is introduced if and only if g-if is undefined, and that, on the 
other hand, F is not in the terminal alphabet U of G~. Therefore it suffices to show 
that the nonempty words of (g-lf)k( V ÷) are generated by the OL system (D, al,  +1). 
So let Sle(g-lf)k(al ""at) where al . . . . .  ate  V. By Lemma 3.1, if l~2 ,  we have 
words QI, Q1 ..... QI 1, Q[- 1 such that 
Qj aj Qj e (g- l f)k (a j) 
and 
Ae(g-lf)k(Qj), Ae(g lf)k(Qj) ( j= l  . . . . .  / -1 ) .  
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Thus S 1 ~ (g-lf)X(Qla I Q~ ... a ' Qt-1 l l Ql-lal). On the other hand, it is easily 
verified that 
Qlal QI"" QI lal-lQi-lal§l ~ o'~k(+l) 
(and especially al§l e ty~(+l) if l= 1), hence S 1 e t~l/+ l)k(+l). 
Let us then take a word $2 e U + generated by G1. Let a derivation of S 2 by G t be 
# :=a ~21 = 030 :=~+2 = O91 =(--02 =:a -.. =:a (.Or = $2" 
One of the words o02 .. . . .  o0t-1 in this derivation, say o0~, must end with §k- Con- 
sider then o0w+l- It is of the form o0w+l =PIPI-1 ""P1 where l_>1 and Pjea{k(aj) 
( j=  1 . . . . .  l) for some symbols a 1 .. . . .  a t e V. Since al simulates g- i f  on A*, each 
word Pj is in maxeq(fg)  by L~mma 3.2. On the other hand, by Theorem 2.2, 
maxeq( fg)  is closed under catenation. Hence cO~+l~maxeq(fg ) and also S2e 
maxeq(f  g). 
We conclude that the language generated by Gl equals maxeq(f  g). Since UEOI. 
is closed under .~ and /x 2, we have Yi~oL D .~(.~ A ~:3). [] 
Remark. In fact, the above proof gives a result somewhat stronger than the state- 
ment of the theorem. Namely, that in representations of EOL languages via 
languages of the form maxeq(f  g), where g is a coding, it suffices to consider only 
nonerasing morphisms f. On the other hand, allowing arbitrary f does not increase 
the representation power. This result is akin to the propagating normal form for 
EOL systems. 
We will then show that letting g be a weak coding, instead of a coding, increases 
representation power. Now, a prime example of an ETOL language which is not an 
EOL language is the so-called Herman's language. It is defined as follows. Consider 
the alphabet {a, b} and define the morphism h 2 : {a, b}*--+ {a}*  by h2(a) = a and 
h2(b)=A. Then Herman's language is given by 
H= h21 ({a2" ]n _> 0}). 
This will be used to prove 
Theorem 3.2. There is a language in .Y2 which is not an EOL language. 
Proof. We show that H is in #7(,:~-2 A :~). Take the alphabet {a, b, c, d, e} and define 
on it the morphisms f2 and g2 as follows: 
f2(a)=a 2, f2(b)=A, f2(c)=c, f2(d)=cac, f2(e)=e, 
g2(a)=a, gz(b)=A, g2(c)=c, g2(d)=e, g2(e)=e. 
Much in the same way as in the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.1 one can show 
that 
H = h3(maxeq(f2, g2) f) ch21(a+)c), 
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where h s is given by h3(a)=a, h3(b) and h3(c)=A. We leave the easy details to the 
reader. [] 
Representation power does not, however, reach even ~ETOL because we have 
Theorem 3.3. ,~(,Y2 A/?) is strictly included in 5~i~TOL . 
Proof. We show first that ~P(J2A~)C 5¢ETOL. Since 5(ETOL is closed under ,~ and 
A:~, it suffices to show that JEC YlZTOL. 
So let f be a morphism and g a weak coding on A*. Let F be a new symbol and 
denote A l =A U {F}. Define then the finite substitutions a 1, a 2 : A~-~2 AT by 
al(a)=a'f(a) where a ' (b )= ~ g-l(b)fqA' if beg(A), for aeA, 
({F},  if beg(A), 
O'I(F ) = {F}, a2(F) = {F}, 
~{a}, if A¢g(A), for aeA. 
az(a)= ({a, ea, ae[eeg-l(A)NA}, if A eg(A), 
It is then easily verified that any application of g-if  to a word P¢f- I(A) can be 
simulated by a2lal with a sufficiently large l. On the other hand, any application of 
a2tal is simulated by an application of g if. Set K= (g-lf)k(v*). Then g I (A)CK, 
a2(K)=K and, by Lemma 3.2, 
maxeq(f, g) = {a(P) la~. {O" 1, 0"2}* and PeK} f"l U*, 
where {al,a2}* is the monoid of finite substitutions generated by {al,a2} under 
composition. Since K is regular, it follows from known results on ETOL systems, 
see [3], that maxeq(f,g) c YEToL" 
It remains to be proved that the inclusion is strict. We say that a word P in a 
language L is pumpable if we have words PI,P2,P3 such that P=PIP2P3, P2:/:A 
and PIP~P3CL. We aim at showing that if a language in #fi(.~/x:~) does not con- 
tain pumpable words, it must be an EOL language. Since there are languages in 
YEToL--5~EOL which do not contain pumpable words, e.g. the language 
{a 2" am[ n, m_>O} is one, see [5], we have the strictness. 
So let f h be morphisms and g a weak coding on A*, and let M be a regular 
language recognized by a finite automaton with d states, and consider the language 
L = h(maxeq(f, g) f"IM). Let P 6 L and let Q be the shortest word in maxeq( f  g) (3 M 
(or one of them) such that P= h(Q). By Lemma 3.2 we have a word S o ~ V* and 
a finite ( f  g)-sequence 
So, SI . . . . .  St, Q (3) 
where l_> k -  1. We may obviously assume that all symbols erased by g in any of the 
words S1 . . . . .  St and all symbols of S o contribute to Q. Now, if ]So] _>d, then clearly 
P is pumpable (recall that I QI is minimal). Similarly, if g erases at least d con- 
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secutive symbols in one of the words $1 ..... S t, Q, then again P is pumpable. Thus, 
if we assume, as we from now on do, that L does not contain pumpable words, 
neither of these cases can occur. 
Consider then the set W of all words Q ~ U* which end a finite (f, g)-sequence of 
the form (3) with Sot V*- VaV * and g erasing at most d -  1 consecutive symbols 
in each of the words $1 . . . . .  St, Q, and with l_> k -  1. We show that We YEOC- Let 
W 1 be the finite subset of W consisting of words ending ( f  g)-sequences of the type 
mentioned with l= k -  1. Let then & and F be new symbols and define the finite 
substitution cr 3 : A~-.2 A~, where A 2 =A U {~,F}, as follows. Set C=g-I(A)NA 
and define first the finite substitutions cr 4 and cr 5 by 
~g-l(b)AA, if beg(A), for bEB, 
°4(b) =/{F} ,  if b¢g(A), 
as(a) = a(C*- cdc  *) for a~A, as(F) = {F}. 
Then o" 3 is defined by 
a3 (a) = a5 0"4f(a) for a ~ A, 
a3(•) = ~(C* -  cdc*), a3(F) = {F}. 
It is easily verified that ~W equals the language generated by the EFOL system 
(A2, UU{~),a3,~W1). Since LfEFOL=~EOL and -~EOL is closed under erasing, it 
follows that W is in SEO L. 
Any language L ~ S(.f2A ~)  which does not contain pumpable words is thus seen 
to be in ~EOL" [] 
Finally, collecting our results, we have the following chain of inclusions: 
"~EOL ~-- 5~(~1A ~)  C.-¢t'g(,~2A';U~) C+ ~'ETOL- 
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